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Abstract
Flowfields around bluff bodies are characterized by complex distributions of

the strain-rate tensor. Such flowfields can be analyzed with various turbulence models.
The shortcoming of the eddy viscosity modelling in the ft-e model is scrutini_zed
in comparison with the results of ASM. The accuracy of the algebraic approximatlon
adopted in ASM is examined using the numerical data given from LES. A new LES
model with variable Smagorinsky constant is then presented.

l.INTRODUCTION

Various turbulence models have been proposed as the field of CFD developed,
supported by the improvement of CPU hardware. The engineering applications of
CFD have also advanced with the development of various turbulence models, e,g.
the å-e two equation model (å-e), the algebraic second-moment closure model (ASM),
the differential second-moment closure model (DSM) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

etc. The high efficiency and accuracy of these models has been clearly confirmed
when applied to such simple flowfields as channel or pipe flows. However their
performance is not well established for application to complex turbulent flowfields
despite the number of studies made up to the present U, 2,3,4, 5, 6, 7, 101.

Here, three turbulence models, å-e, ASM and LES, are applied to the flowfield
around a bluff body, and thus their relative performances are examined.
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2. CHARACTERIST/CS OF FLOWFIELD AROUND A BLIJFF BODY

The flowfield around a bluff body like a cube placed within the surface
boundary is very complicated since it is def ined by stagnation, separation,
reattachment, circulation and Karman's vortex street etc, as is shown in Fig.1.

Compared to the flowfields traditionally treated in the field of CFD, where
rather simple flowfields such as channel or pipe flows were usually dealt with,
this is much complicated. The Þ-e turbulence model has attained great success
when applied to such simple flowfields, but fails to predict accurately the complex
flowfields around bluff bodies such as a cube.

The most distinctive feature of such a complex flowfield is the distribution
of the strain-rate t"n.or ff which is highly anisotropic and changes signific-antly

depending on the relative position over the bluff body. The distribution of*È
drt

is shown in Fig. 2. There exist various sharp velocity gradients in the streamwise
direction as well as in the vertical direction. A simple boundary layer has only one

component æ Since the production of turbulence statistics such as Reynolds

stress <ür'ü,> is closely related to the strain-rate tensor, the turbulence characteristics
around a bluff body become highly complicated because of the complicated

distribution of ry+, as is explained later in detail.
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3. COMPABISON OF MEAN VELOCITY VECTOR FIELD

The mean flowfields around a cube given bY wind tunnel testing' k-e l11l'

ASM [1 5, 16, 18] and LES t1 3' 14f are 
"orn'p"'"d 

in terms of mean velocity vectors

in Fig. 3. The vertical ¿¡rtr¡¡rt¡on" ot u"loJijy behind the model are also shown

in Fig. 4. The ¡".¡" åqu"tions for turbulence models are shown in Appendixes 1

-3. Numerical methods and boundar' "onditìon" 
]*.d"Ì:t]o^"d'in Notes 1 and 2'

Numerical methods "nJ 
uoun¿"ry conditions used for the three simulations are made

as identical "" 
po"t¡Ut"' As shown in Figs' 3 and 4' the correspondences betweert

the experiment and ir,e simutation results L¡u"n uv three turbulence models are

fairlygood,althoughsmalldifferencesareobservedinsomeareas,forexample,
inthereproduct¡onot"eparationatthe'..o*..corner.Althousheachturbulence
model seems to g¡vá goàd results for. the mean velocity vector field' various

discrepancie", ¡n"ruo¡nls ioii ."rious and non-seflous ones' are often observed in

the results of simulations when we compare the distributions of surface pressure

and turbulence statistics in detail' as will be analyzed hereafter'

,3
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4. DISCREPANCY
DISTRIBUTION

IN SURFACE PRESSIJRE

The surface o*._"î:_ distribution for a cube
;'..i?ffi,j.r"'""j,,:, I r8r il;;;., ímportant
the largest nesativ; 

is. the frontal corner where
¿_, o"urluä ;;:il" 

value appears. The resutt of
peak just at the "11-'l:" 

area' The larse nesative

::: ::,î1",1*if :, ",,{l 
_:: îï " :ì, 

",; ïî ja :i
to a bluff uoor. ¡1.,¡ltlribution 

when É-e is applied
reproduce the small 

s ts caused by the failure to
in Fig.6, ;;; ;;;", 

separation here, as is shown

; ;jri;* yiir"::,i!::":!ï:rr ":r:trïnot in the result o, 
exÞeriment' ASM and LEs, but

that the conditio's 
k-e.' lt 

.should be noted again
bounoary #;i;;: 

of the numerics inctudins
possible-to, ,ti''.",rr, "'" made as identical as
models (cf. Note ,r. "t'ont of all three turbulence

5. COM1ARTSON O: k_e AND ASM ;modetÍing of turbutenc" *"rgy.-proîìluo,term (pr)

5.1 Overestimation c
given by k--e 

tf turbulence energY k

One of the m

f",y::n u_; il'i3ì; ::."T"1.:i1",'j"ff:modelling of theturburence tlli uliï or
IUt2<l Ðgiven by t à

modelling eddY viscosity

in Rppeno¡ eqs'(1'5) and (1.6)

calcurated at given bY AsM is
the exact expression

â{{
(l)

lìl>

lGawínd tunnel experiment

È-e EVM

ASM

The díscrepanc y of surface pressure peculiarto k-e is very closely related to the turbulence Fig. 6statistícs around the frontal corner. As shown inFig. 7, turbulence energy Ë is overestimated in thecase of É_e which gives rise to a large eddyvrscosity 2,. Hence, the
produced by thís v, 16l

excessíve mixing
eliminates the

effect
flow on the roof, as i shown in Fig. 6

reverse

Same with FiS. 3, but
magnified around
frontal corner

(l) wind tunnel exper¡ment

(2) ASM

(3) å-¿ EVM

l4--

Fig.7 Ðistribution of É
$or 2D sguare rib)
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o'f Pe (cf. eq'(2.9) in Appendix 2)'
The distributions of å given bv k-e and ASM are illustrated for the flowfield

around a 2D square rib in Fig. 7. The k-e model greatly overestimates the value

of å around the frontal corner. The result of ASM agrees very well with that of

the wind tunnel test'
The mechanism of overestimation of å by h-e is scrutinized here. Po is

composed of Pþ.^ and Po." as is shown in Fig. 8, where P¡'" meatrs the turbulence

production by diagonal components of the strain-rate tensor and P,., is that given

by off-diagonal elements.
ln general, the magnitude of P*.^ does not become so large in the cases of

ASM or LES, since P,." is calculated using the exact form of eq.(l ) in Fig' 8, which

is expressed as the subtraction ol <u,"> and <ur">. on the other hand, the

turbulence production due to <u,"> and 11tr'2) is simply added in the case ofå-e

EVM as expressed by eq. (2)

in Fig. I and thereby the
value oÍ P*^ becomes very
large This erroneous
expression is the fallacy given

by eddy viscosity modelling

t9, 201.
This overestimation of

ft caused by the diagonal

elements of the strain-rate
tensor is the f undamental
shortcoming of EVM when it
is applied to a f lowf ield

involving impinging where

usually large values "+*dl¡
exist, as is shown in F:ig. 2.

The analysis of the

distribution o1 4È^ - is thus
Or¡

very important since it
controls the values of
production of Reynolds

stresses. The overestimation
of P¡., also occurs in the case

o'Í k-e EVM. The mechan¡sm

of overest¡mat¡on can be

shown easily by the same

manner as P,." as is shown

in Fig. 8.
The distributions of Po,

Po., and P¡." are shown in

Fig. 8 Calculation of P¡ bY þ.-e and ASM (1or 2D)
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(4) Pa." by h-e

(5) P¡., bv ASM (ô) På'' bY À-€

Fig. 9 Comparison of Po , Po'n and Po* for k-e and ASM

(for 2D square rib, O indicates area with negat¡ve value)
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Fig. 9. These distributions are closely correlated with the distribution of Ô?'>

illustrated in Fig. 2. ln the case of ASM, the values of p¡" and po* show n"nll*"
values in some areas, and they are subtracted from each other in those areas,
e.g. in the area around the frontal corner. Thus the value of po given by ASM
does not become so large as that given by å-e. However the fallacy given by
EVM always gives a positive value for p¡" and po." in the case of å-e, as is shown
in Fig. 8, and thereby the value of å is overestimated.

5.2 lnteraction between each component of po and 1u,'1t¡^>

A comparison between 1u,'ur) and P,, is shown in Fig. 10. The distributions
of the two values correspond very well with each other, for example, the
correspondence of positive zone and negative zone etc. This is a natural result
when the physical relation between the two is considered. Such a close relation
is also given for the cases of other components. i.e. <u,">ane ptt,1Lt.s'z) and pn.

Thus, the distributions of Reynolds stresses 1u|u,5 are well controlled by
the distributions of Pu. Thus it is very important to know the distribution ofPu
in order to analyze the turbulent properties around a bluff body. Here we propose
a new zon¡ng of the flowfield around a bluff body based on the property of pi 

,

as is shown in Fig.11. This zoning is greatly different from the traditional zoning
of the f lowfield around a cube, as is shown in Fig. I . The sign of each term of
Po changes according to the signs of 1u,'u,') .nd ô1''t. The distributions of
Reynolds stress (a,'u,'> can be well comprehendeo w¡tßr'trre aid of this zoning.

P,,>0
P¡<0
P'" <

@ P,,>0

@ P,,>0
P*<0
P¡¡<C

P,,<O

@ P,,
P¡
PF

<o
>0
>0

o 0

Fis. 1 1 New zoning of flowfield
based on the property of Pu (for 2D)

6-.r,',r9t1!ì 6-.r,,'rôÍàqIt Olt
(1) <¿,'¿.'>

(E

(2) P,"

Fig. l0 Correspondence betwêen distributions
ol <uius'> and Pr¡ (bv ASM, for 2D)

-@.r,"ta:''' -@.r,ØI¡
_@.r,,"air,,

dIs

Fig. 12 lnteraction diagram of each
component o1 <uiuj> and Pn Gor 2f.
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Furthermore,componentsollu,'ul}interactwitheachotherthroughPu.An
interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 12. For example' <u,"> and 1ui'> contribute

to the production o't 1u,'u,) through e":-<u'i>ff-<u'3>æ The production

of <u'l> (i.e. P,,:-21u'i'r99È-2<u',u',>9fl2) ¡s óãntriouted from <¿"'> itself and

11.t,'u,'). The Þ-e toä' ,ftt'"ry poor atofldproducing the anisotropic property of

each component of 1u,'u,) since it is based on isotropic eddy viscosity modelling'

6.coMPARtsoNoFAsMANDLES;modeltingofconvectionanddiffusionterms

6.1 Discrepancies observed in the d¡str¡butions of <ui'>/2k given by ASM

Thereproductionoftheanisotropicpropertyofeachcomponentofnormal
stress <¿i,,> is examined in Figs. 1 3 - 1 5, where distributions of <ui'>/2k are

presented as a measure by which to judge the anisotropy of turbulence'

-\_¡s-
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(3) LES

Fig.13 Distributions of <u,'">l2k
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The results of the wind tunnel experiment illustrate that the value olf <ut">dominates in the area on the roof and in the downstream free shear rayer (Fig.13). ln the recirculation region behind the cube, <u,,'>/2k has a large value whereKarman's vortex shedding appears (Fig. 14¡. The value o,f <u,,,>/2k is the smallestin general, except for the region in the vicinity of the windward face where(,,,r>is the largest component (Fig.1 S).
The anisotropic features given by each component of <u,5/2k in LEScorrespond very well with those of the experiment (Figs.13 _.l5).

The results of ASM show serious discrepancies in the area above the frontalcorner in comparison with both the experiment and LES. ln this area, the resultsof ASM show abnormal maximum and minimum peaks in the distributions of<u,5/2kand <u,j/2þ respectiverv (cf. Figs. 13, 15, 16), as is identicaily observed in theresults of k-e EVM. These peaks do not appear in the resurts of the experimentand LES. The cause of these discrepancies is examined below.

6.2 lnaccuracy in the algebraic approximation used in ASM
ln the formulation of ASM, the convection term c¡ and diffusion term Duof the transport equation o' <u|u,,.is approximated by algebraic expression, e.g.

-(Cr-Du) is substituted by -1u,'1t,'r(Uò, as is shown in eq.(2.6) in Appendix 2.

expression is most effective when the
ross the flowfield. However, Figs.l3 _16
not constant. 1u,'u,5 and k vary in very
the cube, particularly in the area around

the frontal corner. Thus, the results from ASM are unavoidably inaccurate because
o+ the algebraic approximation used for -(cn-D) in this area. The inaccuracy in
ASM is clearly observed near the

O: original exact express¡on for -(Cs-DJ :

_,d<u"><u.''ì a(- <r,'T,'>-2<r'u.'>ã").-
' dr" -----7;, 

-l
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frontal corner in the horizontal
distributions o'l 1u,">/2k (Fig.16¡.

Lastly, the balance of production
term Pæ and convection and diffusion
tr)rms -(C"-Dr) in the transport
equation f or {u,") is discussed in
order to examine the large difference
observed in the distributions of
<u;'>/zk in the results of ASM and
L-ES. ln this area the velocity gradient
0<u">-*; has a large negative value, since
a large positive value of <ur> is
produced related to the impinging at
windward wall and decreases in the
vertical direction as is illustrated in
tln.aågO 3. This larse nesative value
ot Ah makes the value of pn veÍy

x : alg€braic approximat¡on for
-:!-L>4,,. 

",

0.1
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- 0.1

0

- 0.8 - o.4 0 O.4 î | 0.8

Fig. l7 Distributions of -(C"-D*) and p¡¡
above the roof estimated using
numerical data given from LES
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large in comparison with those of P,, and P. which do not include the term

containing ryÈ. Consequently the anisotropic property of turbulence is strongly

inf luenced u.,7"fr'" value of Pr in this area. Fig. 17 shows a comparison between

the value of P' and two types o't -(Cu-D,). One -(Ct-DJ is estimated from the

original exact expression and the other is given by the algebraic expression introduced

in ASM. both using numerical data from LES. lt is found that -(Ctr-Dr) estimated

from the original exact expression has a large negative value in the area where

the distribution of P* indicates a maximum peak, so the increase of 1ur'2> caused

by the positive value of P* is restrained by the effect of -(c"-Dt). This means

that <¿,,2> increasecl by P* is efficiently convected and diffused to the downstream

and upper sides of the flowfield, so that the distribution of <u"'z)/2k does not

have a sharp peak in the area in front of the windward corner in the experiment

and LES (Figs. 15, 16, 17).As is clearly shown in Fig. 17, the approimation adopted

in ASM cannot reproduce this strong effect of convection and diffusion' which

should decrease 111,"> in this area' This inaccurate estimation of -(C*-DJ causes

an overly large value ol <u3'2> in the case of ASM' This error is a fundamental

shortcoming of ASM, and is likely to become clear in areas where the distribution

of ô<:tÈ- is verv complicated and significantly large values of cu and Dü exist non-
dr¡

uniformly.

7. IMPROVEMENT oF LES ;new sGS model with variable smagorinsky constant

ln the formulation of LES, the Smagorinsky

subgrid-scale (SGS) model is adopted here, as is shown

in Appendix 3. The Smagorinskv SGS model is a kind

of eddy viscosity model with Smagorinsky constant Cs'

Here we would like to explore an improvement of that

model. ln the usual LES simulation, the Smagorinsky

constant Cs is set to be constant with time and space'

Here, C. is set to be 0.12. However' the value of Cs

should be changed according to the property of the

flowfield. An optimized value of C, is proposed for

various flowfields, e.g' Cr:0.1 for channel flow and

C.:0.23 for isotroPic decay flow.

Fig. 18 Distribution of Smagorinsky constant (Cs)
(by LES with new model)

(1) wind turrnel test

(2) C,--ojz

(3) with variable C"

Fig. 19 Distributions of å
(by LES)
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Since the flow prot
in detail above, the valut rnges greatly as was describe
peculiar to the relative rding to the flow properl
be as follows; Cs+0,1 optimum value of Cs ñâ
for channel flow ), Cr+g. r the model ( optimized valu

ï.,"årl"í,l.om 
airftow ) and c,:0.12_0.15 in the ."i"Ii,:#"ri:r:,^:;ri:î:ï

ln the new model for Smagorinsk

8ï,i,ïJ:"oo,f :.""" 
n t im e ste p, a""",*1"!.ii,ül ?;.r?.::l J",:låï,"ï,J:,?

ln the original Smagorinsky model, Cs is derived basinror rocar equiríbrium ror å*s (scó ;"ì;;' :¡".y;ñ;"ï ffi; ;:J:îrî."ìffl1:
H"d'iLï:il1î:å'": Ya.ijl;; the rrowrierd 

";;;;;' a b,urr bodv, ;he;;

,t no,tlouloi:.-:îJä ,î"Í:l,iïï:::: ^"*'the 
assumption or rocar equiribrium

shown ¡n epp"noJ"'4, where 
'r" "ti"ct. 

-or":.J:å 
i'"":ïr"j#"ïTî".i.i;;;:";The optímized value of C" ".rnJa ^cuU¡c 

model is ,lù.,ràr"o in Fig. lg, basedon the new model. Estimated uulr" ot"C" in each 
"r;.,.;;;"ponds well to thevarous varues of c, previousry optimized ( í.e.0.1 t",. 

"Ã""*i'frow,0.' 6 for roomairftow elc)' refrectíns the 
"Á"rr",;;;;;s of the frowfierd ìhrorsl., the varue ofse[+(#. 

*%,)J"',.
A comparison of turbulence energy å. is shown in Fig. 19. ln the case ofa constant C., the value of å is overestimated in theer, as is shown in Fis. i9 (2). This is 

""u."J ;, 
-;;

rs set 0.12 throughout the space for the ""." Joinshould naturally take a lurg", u"lu" ín the free shear
tends to be rectiried,:s :lrytï,ff.,ïî:l:,ïïï:,,:i.i A 

jlUn;:",ïftri
0'14 as is shown ín Fig. lg. This u"ii" i.'rore adequate than 0.r2 for this region.
8. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TIJRBIJLENCE MODELS FORVARIOUS FLOWflELDS

There exist various types of flow in the field of building engineering, e.g.with and without curvature effect, buoyant (isothermal) ol' non_Oroyant (¡q¡_isothermar) , stabre and unstabre 
"t"- tr," f rovr¡fierd 

"rorn¿ a bruff body ischaracterized by a strong curvature eff ect which is caused by impinging andseparation. The diffusion of smoke tro,n u- "t""k is a buoyant frow. The heat rossdue to wind exposure is a ph"nor"non of f,"at transfer.No turbulence model can be 
"nt¡r"li free from ,orn" ,ro" of shortcomingcaused by the modering pro""¿ur", *r,"ir,", it be seriou. á, non_""rious. The

;:ï,c;ïñ0".1å1,".* evv roi-¿:,';;;' arsebraic 
"ppl,orim"t¡on for ASM have
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Table 1 Relative comparison of various turbulence models for practical

modelling of ttowìiet¿s related building engineering

LES

Turbulence model
non-sliD

wall boundary condition

flow, llow,
o

l.
is valid)

1) weak curyãture

2) strong curyature

3. lmoinsing llow

4. Flowfiold with low Reynolds No.

5. Non - ¡sothemal flow
1) we¿k stratifìcat¡on

2) strong stratilication

ô. Convoctive hoat transler at wall

7, UnsteadY flow, unsteady diffusion

1) hishly unsteady

2) vortex sheddins

Jet
I ) nomal
2) switl

time.

g. coNcLUStoN

O: lunctions well
^ 

: insufficiently functional X: lunctions Poorly

o
o

o

o
o
o

o
o

o
o

Therefore, when analYzing a sPecif

accuracy. However, for reprod

as 1tt'&'¡), analys¡s bY ASM

estimation accuracY than the

characterized by the complex distribution

' Therefore the distributions of surface

)tion terms are also very complicated'

"d 
;t-G'' ASM and ft-e EVM are compared

precisely with the experimental outu, 
"n¿_irreãcuracy 

of each moclel is examined'

The shortco.¡ngt ¡n"fu¿ed in Þ-e EVM and ttM "t:-:!,'s'^clarified'
3. A new model of l-iS *¡tft variable Smagorinsky constant is presented'

wall lunction
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Low-Re. No
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NOMENCIATIJRE
T¡
<f
f

Hb
1l¡

116

þ
yl
t/scs

:three components of spatìal coordinate (i= 1,2,3: streamwise, lateral, vertical)> : t¡me-averaged value of /
: filtered value of /
: deviation from _<þ, Í:=f-<Þ (tn LES, f+_4>): deviation lrom Í, f"=f-j
: height of cube
: three components of velocity vector
: u¡ value at inflow of computational domain at height II¡: pressure
: eddy viscosity
: subgrid scale eddy viscosity
: turbulent kinetic energy, h, = % < ulli>
;subgrid component ot k, k*:%liù,

;Hl"ä"ï :;";"" 
s,:(q#.Y), (s:r%(s,,)'r- )

¿ : dissipation rate of å
< uiv; > : Reynolds stress
P¡¡ : production of < uiürj >
e¡¡ : dissipation ¡ate of <viui >
C', : convection term of ( si?; >,

;;:il;"ì:1";ï:J;ö:f ;.:ü:,":t#":,;::::,;::-,ìï;ZIiÅ"0,",,/r¡ : mesh interval in c1 direction
Ir : mesh scale, h=(hfizhùttg
åp. : mesh interval adjacent to solid wall
(ur)p: tangential component of velocity vector at the near_wall nodeh,p : Þ value at the near-wall node
ep : e value at the near_wall node
r¡y : wall shear stress
lrf;) : vertical distance from the ar-th wall
Rø. : Reynolds number (<u¡>Holy=g.4x l0a)
Values are made dimensionless by <u¿>,Ht and air density p.

Not2.1 Model equations and numer¡cat methods
The standard formulation î9' l-t-ev¡¿ ili,liiwas adopted (Appendix l). The moder equationsfor ASM are shown in Aooendix.2' rhe 

"omrónii adopted îorr'tåiÃsv was used, foilowing rhemethods of Rodi,W.it5l, Gibson,M.M. 
"nO 

LrrnJãr,e.E.tl6l excereflection term øä Í17,2OJ. The value
Launder,B.E.,Reece,G.J. and Rodi,W.tl g]
141 was applied and the value of 0.1

A staggered grid was adopted. A
for the convection terms in the cases of å-e EVM and ASM. A second-order centered difference
;tjr""i,"nJ^ 

adopted for the other spatial derjvãt¡r"i. t'" Rdams-aasrrrãrt;;h;r. was used ror time

Not2.2 Mesh qrrangements and boundary conditions
Thê computational domain^covered,l5.7 ø, å¡rãctionl,9.7 (¡, direction) and s.2 (¡. direction). Thisdomain was discretize, into.5o (¡,) x49 r',¡*lãg iìJ meshes ior the 

"á""" ot å-c ËVM and ASM,and 63 (¡') x 49 (¡J x 34 (¡J meshes ror irre Ã"'1t LES. The r¡n¡rrr ,".¡, interval in the âreaaround the frontal corner of the cube was sêt-;t-1/24 for all cas s.
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Boundary conditions ate
summarized in Table O. For the
inflow boundary of LES, time history
of i,Ul in a fully developed channel
flow predicted by LES was utilized.
The profiles of <ul¡J-> and tþJ in
the boundary layer of the channel
given by LES correspond well to
those of the experiment t20l.For the
boundary conditions at the solid
walls, the generalized logarithmic
law expressed by eq.O t12l was
employed in order to estimate the
timÈaveraged wall shear stress<¡,>
for the cases of three models.
Furthermore, eq.@ was used to
specify the ¡nstantaneous wall shear
stress r* for the case of LES. As
shown in Table O, almost thê samê
boundary conditions were imposed
for the calculat¡ons of the all three
models so far as the time averaged
f lowf ields were concerned
Therefore, it can be concluded that
the differences observed in the
results from these three models are
mainly caused by the differences in
turbulence modellings.

Aooendix I Model eouations for Þ-¿ EVM

Table O Boundary conditions

È-¿ EVM. ASM LES

inflow

<!,(t,)>: <u,(tJ>+rI
(measured profile in wind tunnol)

<ul¡J> = 0, <¿¡Gr)> = 0
å(¡.): predicted distribution in plane channel

by LES (this d¡stribution conesponds well to
that measur€d in rhe exporiment [20J)

vþ'l = þt¿)t"¿t'sl, -E(rJ = c,tkJ"?FJ
¿øJ = çþh\ùy\æt' (P¡kJ = ¿kJ)
<ri'kJ>=%tkJ

!lt), ûll). ûll):
timo history of
velocity in boundary

lay€r of plane

channel pr€dicted by

LES.

/ <! l¡J-> +¡i\tt
l<u,kJ>=0 It_t
\<uJ¡J>=0 /

outflow <ü,>- <ü,> <t.> Þ ¿: lree slio (d/d¡,=0) 2,. u,. u": frêe slio

upær læ ol
compubl¡onal

<¿:> = 0,

<!r>,<üi>, fr, ¿: free slip (ô/ô¡s=0) t¿', !r: fres slip

sido læs ol
computåtional

<¡¡> = 0,
(u¡),(!¡), ft, e: free slip (ô/ô¡,=0)

ur=0,
il u': free s p

solid wall

Th€ time averãged wall shear stress <rr> ¡s g¡ven

by oquâtion O. The volume aver¿ged value of e

at th€ near-wall grid used for transport equation

of È is exoress€d by equation@, ¿nd defìned as 6.

The value of o at tho near-wall node used for
transport equat¡on of e is delined by equation @.

.9ìl 
ç,,*¡,.¡,n = t ,n ,E'%hÁci'"þe)'".., ...,<ra>|'r-þ

¿ ='r¡ir' 
^ 

(Eh?tcit'h P"d ) "' @

c!..hx,,r=ffi.,,@ Þ:free slip

(r=0.a, c.=0.09, E=9.0)

(u)p

<(U¿È

..'@
<¡'> is ost¡mat€d by

aauat¡onO. <(!t)P,
È, are giv€n by usins

the rssults of the

forego¡ng time steps,

ô<u¡> ô<u¡><u¡> A<þ> A .ô1uÞ.ô<u'>,
6x, 

*Ar,''\' 6, * * I (r.1)

(1.2)

- 
"u', 

r',, = u,1ff *ôff1- ! o,*
b,

,,=C";
dt dtt

ô1u,) ^
ih¡

(r.5)

(1.6)

ak ô v, ôk 6<u'>
ôz¡

ôe ,ôe<u¡> ô ,v' ôe,
ôt- aq - ô1 'aah'

*l<c,,,,<ff*ffiôff-c,nt (r.4)

Appendix 2 Model equations for ASM (DSM)

Ca:1.44, C"2:1.92

ô<u¡> ,ô1u¿1u¡2 ô<p> ô<u¡'ui> Pv=-<uiue'>
2_eij=E'otF

ulIt'-'u,'o''

ø i j=ø ì¡a+'þ uø+ø iÚi.;,+Alie)

ø ru,= - c,! (u i u ; r - f, o, nl

ø,no=-c"pr-!6,p0\

ôxt 6t¡

o-C"*)

=Dì j+Pu+øt ¡-et j

er¡ (in case of ASM)

)

.ô<uìu,'>,At, '

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.s)

(2.1O)

ô1u,)
6ta

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

ø ii,,,=f ,c',lKu e' u 
^" 

>'nP)'nP)' õ i¡

- |.u o' u'' >, n!'. n! - | <u i u ; >. n l-. n P\. ffi <z : al

ø ;,o=$,c' 11ø 
^r.nPt.nPt. 

6,,

- |ø u,r.r"P,.nf' - *ø o, t. r\t -rl'\. ffi ,r., r,

Co : 0.C9, ot: 1.O, o": 1.3,, Ct : 1.8, Cz: 0.6, Cr' : 0.5,

Cz' : ú.5, C¿:O.22, C, : 0.16, C"t : 1.44, Ç,2: 1.92, C¡: 2.5
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3 Modet for LESTraditional modêl
2) New model with variable

Appendix 4 Derivation of new m odel of LES with
The transport equation of ¿." is expressed as follows.2tiq:

Dt D*^I P u- e

(3.1) (cf. Appendix 4)

Ys=(C"/¡)'S

*=r_".østnous-S¿
C¡= L8, Cs:0.16
Csd,áC¡ sCq*, C s^^=0. I 0, C s* = O.2T

variable Constant

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.s)

G,2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

constânt

(3.7)

(3.8)h=(h'4¡^¡"a

'=,H,E.*)r"Cs: OJ2

Eq.(4.1) is t¡ansfo_rmed as follows.
, = p,_,1 1- (Dky"/ot) 

* Do- ì 
-'

.t P^_ 'P;),
where po-:productlãn 

te¡m of åç., lu*"S,
Do- : diffusion term of k*", 

=d / 
y*" ôå*. 

¡

s=[frs,r]',i s" i. u "t.u;låìÍî;"ll; 
,

ou:7
Dimensional a_nalysis gives thê followings.

vn:C tZill eut
hgæ=C 

"/o'e, , (4.6)

- 
he¡e y' means SGS length scale. ø.7)Eq.ø.4 is expressed 

"" "0.f"¿.ei'in"terms of eqs.(4.3) _ @.7).
e : C, ", y' 

" S' fI - .!C 
r, 

", 
O -,, r. 

-,, S, ff * ] C, 2,,, _,,, g_, g!f,"
tn the derivâtion of ìä¿¡r,^^., "-,^^--l', 

t -' - " fu,) (4.8)

second and tlrirJì"ir."¡ntraditional snrasorinskv rio"],.19".1 
"ojti¡r¡rr is assumed and hence thee=c,uy',sr the blacket of eq.(4.8) are neglected. Thus

The effects of advection and d¡ffusion of É*. are thus not inclu
(4.s)

Traditional Smagorinsky modsl is given from eq. (4.6) and (4.9) as follows.v n'= (pC ",t4ts: (csy')'S

ded in the tÌaditional model.

here Cn:2C",' (4.10)
Cø is set to be 0.12 for the simulation with traditional model in this paperThe new model of LES with r,a¡iabie Smagorinsky constant is derived as follows.After eval uating the second and th ird terms in the trracket of eq.(4.g) bY means of eq.(4.9), eq.(4.1 1)

is given by elim inating e with the aid of eq.(4.6)
, *, =fzc ": It - zc ;,u c, s -, ff+BC,c,/,s, )l'"o)'t Ø.11)When the part underlined is expressed as C" ,vs= (C 

"y')'zS
ø.12)*åno 

.0r"" as follows.

þ'lå)l"i (4.rs)

variable Smagorinsky constant

ø.14)
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nerc c,: lc;,oc,, c"= 2c,c"
The values of the¿ constant are given by A. Yoshizawa by means of statistical theory of a two-scale DlA.

Ct+0.0J5, C,+0.67,
here y' is set to be 2/¡. (4'15)

'ì-hus, C,,C,,Cs in eq.(4.14) are given as follows.
C^:I.A, C"=0.047, C*:0.16 (4.16)in thís paper we neglect the diffusion term since ¡ts effect seems to be small, thus (3.g) inAppendix 3 is given' Furthermore the maximum and minimum values of c" are imposed as follows, forthe convenience of calculation stability t2.ll.
c"*:0.27 Cs^":0.10 Øi7)
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